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Cloudera Data Visualization Filters and parameters

Filters and parameters

Cloudera Data Visualization has a broad range of filtering options, based either on the native dataset fields, or on
user-defined custom dimensions.

Cloudera Data Visualization uses filters and parameters to change the analysis criteria at run-time, by specifying
filters and parameters that define the data selected for the visuals. For more information, see:

• Filter shelves on page 6
• Click behavior between visuals on page 6
• Filter widgets on dashboards on page 7

Actions for dashboard controls

CDP Data Visualization has several options for configuring the appearance of the application control element. These
differ depending on the relative location of the application control. It can be on the filter area or on the grid area of the
application.

Filter area actions for application control

1. Clicking the Move icon moves the filter to the grid area.
2. Clicking the Gear icon opens the Settings modal window that allows you to configure the filter.
3. Clicking the Cross icon removes the filter.

If you use a date type field as a filter, you can also change the display from the default date range to a picklist of dates
and switch back to date range if needed:
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Cloudera Data Visualization Filter scope

Grid area actions for application control

1. Clicking the Move icon moves the filter to the filter area.
2. Clicking the Gear icon opens the Settings modal window that allows you to configure the filter.
3. Clicking the Information icon provides you with information about the visual and the dataset.
4. Clicking the Ellipsis icon gives you the options to view the data or to delete the filter.

Filter scope
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Filter scope in CDP Data Visualization has the following three options:

• explicit
• dataset
• app

Explicit scope

Explicit scope is defined when a dashboard or visual sends out parameters to other visuals, and the visuals accepts
these parameters in their Filters shelf. This can be enabled at the level of each visual. See, Using parameters with
explicit scope.

This is expected to be used sparingly for a small number of visuals in each dashboard that represent a high level look
at a metric and that should not be filtered by visible filters.

Note:  Explicit Scope overrides Dataset Scope.

The scope of Click behavior is explicit.

Tip:  If you want visuals to be updated based on selected elements, make sure to explicitly place these
columns in the filter shelf of the target visuals.

Dataset scope

Dataset scope filter applies to all visuals in a dashboard that do not have explicit scope turned on. Filters with dataset
scope apply to all visuals in the dashboard that are using the same dataset. This is the default for new filters.

Tip:  Dataset Scope filters continue to use the parameter passing mechanism, and these parameters may be
used within visuals in many ways for example: in the title, within expressions

App scope

App scope automatically filters all dashboards in the app.

Related Information
Setting explicit scope for filters

Setting dataset scope for filters

Setting app scope for filters

Filter shelves

To exclude or include specific dimension values, or to filter for specific measurements, Cloudera Data Visualization
uses the Filters shelf in the Visual Designer interface. In a visual, you can specify the filters by one of the following
methods:

• Selecting discrete values on filter shelves
• Selecting a range of number values on filter shelves
• Selecting a string pattern for values on filter shelves
• Selecting a range of dates on filter shelves
• Selecting values by using an expression on filter shelves

Click behavior between visuals
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Cloudera Data Visualization Filter widgets on dashboards

In Cloudera Data Visualization, you can have one (source) visual act as a filter that controls the behavior of the target
visual, inside the same application.

You can see an example of this in Shelves for URLs: depending on what column (country) you click on the control
visual, the target (link) visual loads the Wikipedia page for that country.

This section demonstrates the general steps for enabling click behavior over any visual type.

1. Creating the Control Visual
2. Creating the Target Visual
3. Creating the Application and Enabling Click
4. Enabling Click Receive on the Target Visual
5. Exploring the Click Behavior

Both the US State Population Over Time and the US County Population dataset are used in the example.

Related Information
Shelves for URLs

Creating the Control Visual

Creating the Target Visual

Creating the Application and Enabling Click

Enabling Click Receive on the Target Visual

Exploring the Click Behavior

Filter widgets on dashboards

In Cloudera Data Visualization, you can configure filters after adding them to a sheet in a dashboard.

You can create following types of filters:

• Creating dataset filters on dashboards
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Cloudera Data Visualization Filter widgets on dashboards

• Creating custom filters on dashboards
• Creating date and time filters on dashboards
• Moving filter widgets in dashboards

Dashboard filter configuration options fall into the following categories:

• Configuring ranges on dashboard filters
• Configuring values of dashboard filters
• Configuring data options for dashboard filters
• Configuring display settings for dashboard filters
• Configuring custom styles for dashboard filters
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